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Background
• Multidisciplinary (MD) translational Prostate Cancer Program started in 2004
• Primary goals: re-arranging and activating experimental and clinical research on prostate
cancer (PC) within a disease-focused frame
• Priorities in the clinical activity: sharing diagnostic, therapeutic and observational guidelines
and setting up a MD clinic for PC patients.
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Methods
The MD is organized as follows:
1)clinic for newly diagnosed, untreated patients and for patients in all states of disease interested in a
second opinion:
 urologist, radiation oncologist, medical oncologist, psychologist synchronously meet 10 patients Fridays,
8-13
 possible therapeutic, observational, follow-up strategies or research protocols are proposed
 if the case is complex and no shared decision is reached, it is referred to the multidisciplinary case
discussion
 patients may request psychological support for the decision making or individual, couple, family or group
counseling
 supportive, rehabilitation and palliative care available on demand
2) follow up clinic for patients on active surveillance (AS) and watchful waiting:
 urologist and radiation oncologist meet 8 patients Fridays, 14-16, and 6 patients Tuesdays, 14-15
(psychologist on demand)
3) Case discussion (Mondays, CME activity):
specialists working in the MD and the Prostate Cancer Program researchers discuss cases seen
multidisciplinarily plus complex cases examined monodisciplinarily
 to share decisions taken in the clinic
 to tailor strategies to individual patients whenever possible
 to include patients in trials
 to check adherence to institutional guidelines and quality assurance.

Results
From March 2005 to March 2011, 2260 MD clinics were run.
Disease distribution (see figure):
- high risk and metastatic PC patients decreased
- low risk PC patients increased constantly
⇒ This is probably due to:
1) the opportunistic screening with PSA and the
resulting anticipation of diagnoses
2) our center is credited as proposing AS
objectively since March 2005
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Considering the distribution of therapies/observational strategies in the low risk group
population (see figure):
in 2006 only 44% low risk patients accepted AS but this % went up to 81% in 2009.
⇒This is probably due to:
1) the change in patients’ attitude toward observational strategy
2) the credit of our center as a reference center for AS
The fact the % decreased in 2010 might be due to the offer of robot-assisted radical
prostatectomy in several institutes in the Milan area and the start up of the Italian
multicenter protocol of active surveillance SIUrO PRIAS ITA.

In September 2010 we introduced a trained nurse who has been effective in optimizing the clinics by:
1)organizing the list according to the state of the disease, thus optimizing the presence of the professionals
2) rescheduling patients with incomplete data
3) identifying patients who need palliative or supportive care
4) following up on patients who were prescribed staging in the first multidisciplinary clinic or took time for the decision making.

Conclusion
Our MD clinic is proving efficient to manage PC patients. The synchronous presence of different specialists enables to propose all possible
therapeutic and observational options. Case discussion meetings allow to agree on the strategies offered to patients, manage complex cases
multidisciplinarily, perform quality checks, stimulate interdisciplinary contamination and facilitate team building.
The MD team agrees on indications, benefits from the inter- and multidisciplinary management of complex cases, and shares the responsibility on
critical issues like co-morbidities or exclusion from research protocols. The MD team also takes advantage of the presence of psychologists, who add
their knowledge and perspective to the evidence-based specialist approach.
Our MD approach implies a challenging dynamism in the patient–doctor relationship and also in the doctor–doctor relationship, and allows the
continuous improvement of multi-specialist knowledge.
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